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6 of 7 review helpful Disappointing By Amina Henriksen I have to say that I second much of Riem Farahat s review 
above and I am a lesbian of half Middle Eastern origin Too many clich eacute s metaphors everywhere and an overall 
lack of cohesion that would have justified all the meandering The most disappointing aspect was that the nameless 
protagonist never came to terms with her lesbianism or m A best selling book when it appeared in Arabic The Others 
is a literary tour de force offering a window into one of the most repressive societies in the world Seba al Herz tells the 
story of a nameless teenager at a girls school in the heavily Shi ite Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia Like her 
classmates she has no contact with men outside her family When the glamorous Dai tries to seduce her her feelings of 
guilt are overcome by an overwhelming desire for sexual From Publishers Weekly A rare mesmerizing journey into 
the cloistered consciousness of a pious Shi a university student in Qatif Saudia Arabia this controversial bestseller 
centers on a young woman whose lesbian affairs intensify her religious experience and 
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becoming increasingly absorbed by their lives  Free convert coordinates bookmarklet convert gps coords drag the link 
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